
Term Unit Unit description Mathswatch resources

Apply probabilities from experimental data to a different experiment in simple 

situations 

Identify all mutually exclusive outcomes for two successive events – with 
three outcomes in each event. P4 two way tables

Identify conditions for a fair game – from a small set of simple options P5 Two way tables probabilities

Use two-way tables for discrete data. Complete and collect probabilities

Use the language of probability to compare the choice of x /a with x /b

Apply probabilities from experimental data to a different experiment in 

applying to two step outcomes

Find the probability from two-way tables

Identify dependent and independent events

Work out the probability of two independent events

Draw and use tree diagrams to represent outcomes of two independent 

events and calculate probabilities

Solve simple geometrical problems using properties of triangles 

Understand and use the language associated with rotations G14 properties of quadrilaterals

Translate a shape on a coordinate grid G16 Properties of special triangles

Rotate a shape on a coordinate grid G17 angles in a triangle

Reflect a shape on a coordinate grid G4a reflection, basic

Know that in congruent shapes, corresponding sides and angles are equal 
G4b reflection in a diagonal mirror line

Solve simple geometrical problems showing reasoning G5 translation

Transform 2D shapes by simple combinations of rotations, reflections and 

rotations G6 rotation

Plot points on a grid an identify resulting geometric shapes across all four 

quadrants G28 Enlargement

Solve geometric problems using side and angle properties of equilateral and 

isosceles triangles G31 congruent triangles

Solve geometric problems using side and angle properties of equilateral, 

isosceles and right-angled triangles 

Classify quadrilaterals by their geometric properties 

Use the language and notation associated with enlargement 

Know that translations, rotations and reflections preserve length and angle 

Enlarge 2D shapes, given a centre of enlargement and a positive whole-

number scale factor 
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9 Probability

10 Polygons and transformations

Review

Pi 3 Scheme of Work (year 9) Term 3


